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Quant Vapor Unveils The Wave, A Game-Changing Premium Oil Vaporizer

The Wave is a game-changing premium oil vaporizer for brands and facilities interested in increasing their product portfolio
through co-branded partnerships
DENVER ? January 7, 2019 /Canna Newswire/ ? ]The vaporizer industry has been experiencing rapid growth with innovative
technologies and solutions being introduced regularly. The signing of the hemp bill in December helped paved the way for brands to
explore business opportunities who are aiming to own their piece of the market.
Quant Vapor, a Colorado-based company is now pushing the industry even further with the announcement of the Quant Wave, a
three-in-one premium oil vaporizer.
The patent-pending Quant Wave is a high-quality, temperature-controlled portable oil vaporizer based on an easy to use pod system.
Wave pods simply snap into place on the vape, ensuring an effortless and smooth user experience.
Today's consumers want to efficiently enjoy a perfect mix of oil concentrates. With Wave, Quant's extensive R&D testing has
resulted in a solution that delivers up to 3x the vapor production, compared to industry rivals.
Vaporizer oil concentrates sales currently far outpace both flower and edibles in legal U.S. markets, and this market segment is
showing no signs of slowing down any time soon. In fact, oil-based concentrate sales are projected to hit the $8 billion mark by
2022.
From a business perspective, the Quant Wave and Wave Pods are an industry game changer, specifically for brands and vape oil
facilities interested in increasing their product portfolio through co-branded partnerships.
Quant Wave's proprietary Wave pods feature wickless ceramic atomizer technology and are designed to work with even the thickest
distillate formulations.
The Quant Wave delivers a convenient and discreet for medical and recreational use, making it appealing to many patients and
customers. Oil-based vaporizers represent a user-friendly entry point. Many of today's vape pens are designed to fit in small places,
such as pockets and purses, with the Wave being no exception. That being said, the Wave delivers unmatched features and
functionality.
With the Wave, Quant eliminated the complexity for our consumers. Its sleek, intuitive design and user-friendly pod system make it
the perfect vape for any stylish beginner or connoisseur.
The Wave's 410mAh high power battery offers maximum consumption time and takes only 25 minutes to fully charge. Additionally,
the vape can be used even while it's charging, making the Wave a perfect choice for the beginning vaper or seasoned one.
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Notable Quant Wave Highlights
- Fast Charge Technology: 25min
- Adjustable Dosage Timer
- Vibration Notifications
- Massive Vapor Productions
About Quant
Quant is a premium vaporizer hardware supplier, with a mission to offer top-end solutions with affordability and outstanding
performance. Their passion lies in bringing to market, desirable lifestyle vaporizer products that stand out from the crowd.
Championing uniqueness in both look and feel. Quant's mission is to create vaporizer products that offer more than just great
functionality.
Follow Quant on social media:
Facebook: fb:/quantvapor | Twitter: @quantvapor | Instagram:@quantvapor
###
Media Contact:
Oren Todoros
+972 527596512
orent@cannaimpact.co
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